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Abstract People often search the Web for answers to comparative ques-
tions like “Is pasta healthier than pizza?” to inform everyday decisions.
However, web search engines sometimes may return biased or low-quality
results. Still, previous research has not considered the impact of varying
search result quality, relevance, or stance on the users’ decision-making
process. To close this gap, we conducted a user study on quality, relevance,
and stance assessments of 120 Google search results retrieved for eight
comparative questions. We asked study participants about their decision
and confidence before and after seeing the top-4 search results and which
results influenced their decision. Our study showed that (1) high-quality
search results are more likely to influence a user’s decision, (2) topi-
cal relevance and search result quality have a similarly strong impact
on decision-making, and (3) search results are more likely to influence
decisions for factual comparative questions than for subjective questions.

1 Introduction

Decision-making is an integral part of everyday life when weighing pros and cons
for simple questions like “Should I eat sandwiches or cereal for breakfast?” or more
critical questions like “Is buying a house better than renting?” [3, 23]. Nowadays,
decisions are not only supported by prior knowledge and experience [26] but also
by facts and arguments retrieved from the Web, e.g., when comparative questions
are used as queries in web search [8]. While many studies have analyzed various
kinds of web search biases and their impacts on the users [35, 38, 29, 5, 11, 12],
still only little is known about the impact of the web search result quality on
the users’ decisions. In this paper, we close this gap by conducting a systematic
quality assessment of Google’s results for comparative questions, followed by a
study on the impact of the search result quality on the users’ decisions.

To this end, we developed a set of evaluation criteria grounded in previous
research to assess the quality, relevance, and stance of 120 documents retrieved
by Google for 30 comparative questions. The individual documents’ quality
scores were combined to determine the average search result quality for each
comparative question (Section 3). We further conducted a follow-up user study



on decision-making with eight selected comparative questions with search results
of varying quality (Section 4). In the study, we asked participants to decide on
either of the comparison options (e.g., buying a house vs. renting) before and after
seeing the search results, and to rate their decision confidence and the influence
of individual search results on their decision. After collecting 554 responses from
442 participants, we enriched the user study data with the quality, relevance, and
stance scores from the previous quality assessments and tested six hypotheses:

H1 Comparative questions on subjective topics lead to less confident decisions
than questions on factual topics. (Intuition: Factual comparative questions (e.g.,
“Does cider or beer contain more calories?”) are often “better” answered by search
engines than subjective comparative questions (e.g., “Should I study philosophy
or psychology?”) [8]. Subjective questions are also more prone to cognitive biases.)
H2 Comparative questions with low-quality results lead to less confident decisions
than questions with high-quality results. (Intuition: People seek to make the best
decision based on the known information [26]. Accordingly, comparative questions
with low-quality search results would be harder to answer, and high-quality results
would be more likely to be used in the decision-making.)
H3 The higher a search result’s quality, the more likely it influences the decision-
making. (Intuition: Same as for Hypothesis H2.)
H4 Users who are more confident in their decision before searching are less
influenced by low-quality search results. (Intuition: Same as for Hypothesis H2.)
H5 The quality of a search result has a higher impact on the decision-making
process than its relevance. (Intuition: While relevance depends on the topic at
hand, our search result quality criteria are topic-independent. We hypothesize a
higher impact on decision-making than relevance.)
H6 Documents that take a stance towards one of the compared options have a
higher impact on the decision. (Intuition: Relevant documents can take different
stances towards the compared options, favoring either option [7]. We assume that
documents that do not take a stance are less helpful in making a decision.)

The significance tests indicate no significant difference between user confidence
after seeing the search results for factual and subjective topics; thus, H1 cannot
be confirmed. Similarly, we found no statistically significant evidence to confirm
H2 that low-quality search results lead to less confident decisions than high-
quality results. On the other hand, higher-quality results are still more likely
to influence decisions; H3 is confirmed. We could also confirm H4 that more
confident users in the decision before using web search are less influenced by
low-quality search results. While our tests do not confirm H5 that the search
result quality is more important than relevance in decision-making, combining
both factors has a higher impact on the decision-making process than each factor
alone. Finally, H6 is confirmed that search results that take a stance towards the
compared options have a higher impact on the decision.

Our results entail several implications for web search. As quality and relevance
are significantly correlated (high-quality results are also more often used to
make decisions), it is important to consider document quality in document
ranking. Since documents with a stronger stance have a higher impact on the



users’ decisions, the stance should also be considered a ranking signal. Moreover,
our results show that high-quality documents are especially important to form
decisions on high-stake subjective comparisons. Thus, search engines should
potentially first identify whether a comparative question is subjective.

2 Related Work

How people decide on one or another option has been well studied by psychol-
ogists [33, 3, 26, 23]. Decisions are made either intuitively or analytically [33],
and can be influenced by prior knowledge or research made ad hoc [26]. Web
search engines have become a common means for collecting facts, opinions, and
arguments that guide decisions, with at least three percent of web search queries
being comparative questions [8]. While factual questions (e.g., “Does cider or beer
contain more calories?”) can often be answered analytically based on facts, subjec-
tive comparative questions (e.g., “Should I study philosophy or psychology?”) may
require arguments that discuss the pros and cons of possible options [8]. With an
increasing trend towards direct answers [28], web search engines became tools for
rather intuitive or ready-to-use solutions than analytical decision-making.

This intuitive decision-making intensifies four types of cognitive biases [5] affect
the decision-making: First, users are more likely to examine results that confirm
their own prior beliefs, expectations, or hypotheses known as a confirmation
bias, and adapt their search patterns accordingly [24, 39, 38, 16, 40, 27]. Second,
despite the diversity of viewpoints on the Web, search engines often favor results
representing a particular point of view [35, 12]. This viewpoint bias affects
searchers’ attitudes [11, 31]. Third, users overestimate the trustworthiness of
web search engines and their ranking models [34, 13, 37, 16, 22, 6]. This trust
bias is less pronounced for more experienced users [32]. Last, the position bias
describes the tendency to prefer web pages placed at the top of the returned
search results [27, 32, 34, 17, 2, 28].

Furthermore, prior research on the impacts of search result quality is focused
on system-centered evaluations [30, 1, 4]. So far, the impact of search result
quality on the users’ decision-making process has not been studied in detail. Our
work contributes to a better understanding of the quality of search results for
comparative questions and their impact on decision-making, by analyzing results
retrieved by Google, and hence, is a first step to increasing the accountability of
major search engines to their users’ decisons [25, 14].

3 Assessing Search Result Quality

To assess the search result quality for comparative questions, we (1) manually
selected 30 questions from the 100 topics of the Touché shared task on comparative
argument retrieval [9, 10], (2) for each question, retrieved the top-4 results with
Google, and (3) asked ten volunteer assessors to rate the quality of each search
result following a set of predefined quality criteria.



Table 1. Quality, relevance, and stance criteria, their aspects, and answer options. The
‘Score’ column indicates points/multipliers for each choice and the criterion’s weight in
the aggregated quality. Agreement is Fleiss’ κ; aspects without agreement are not used.

Aspect Score

A Content ×4

A1 Completeness (κ < 0.00)
A2 Scope (κ = 0.24)

scarce +1
precise +2
appropriate +3
very detailed +4
excessive ±0

A3 Language (κ = 0.32)
objective / factual +2
entertaining +1
judgmental ±0
promotional ±0

B Usability ×4

B1 Media types (κ < 0.00)
B2 Structure (κ = 0.25)

unstructured ±0
roughly structured +2
well structured +4
very well structured +6

Aspect Score

C Credibility ×2

C1 Source (κ = 0.52)
news portal +4
public institution +4
Q&A platform ±0
encyclopedia +2
corporate website +2
blog ±0

C2 Author (κ = 0.30)
qualified author +2
unqualified author +1
generated ±0
unknown +1

C3 Truthfulness (κ = 0.29)
yes ×1
no ×0
partially ×0.5
unknown ×1

C4 Verifiability (κ < 0.00)

Aspect Score

D Up-to-dateness ×1

D1 Date (κ = 0.40)
outdated +2
up to date +4
timeless +4

D2 Updates (κ = 0.15)
at least one update +1
no updates ±0

E Relevance

E1 Topical relevance (κ = 0.19)
not relevant
relevant
highly relevant

F Stance

F1 Referral (κ < 0.00)
F2 Emphasis (κ < 0.00)
F3 Direction (κ < 0.00)
F4 Magnitude (κ = 0.51)

strong
weak
no stance
neutral

3.1 Data, Criteria, and Methodology

Data. Out of 100 Touché topics (each consisting of a comparative question,
a description of the information need, and the relevance criterion) [9, 10], we
manually selected 30 topics that contain exactly two comparison options (we
discarded, e.g., superlative questions like “What are the best dish detergents?”).4
Since the assessors were native German speakers, each topic’s question and
relevance criterion were translated into German. For each selected question, we
retrieved the top-4 search results with Google, the most popular search engine in
Germany,5 excluding videos or PDFs, and using anonymous browsing to prevent
personalization. In total, we collected 120 search results in German.
Criteria. Prior quality assessment frameworks for web documents (WebQual [20],
2QCV3Q [21], AIMQ [18], Touché [10]) do not directly apply to search results
for comparative questions. Therefore, we developed a set of four search result
quality criteria (content, usability, credibility, and up-to-dateness), which we
complemented with relevance and stance. Each criterion is further narrowed to
one or more aspects (Table 1): (1) Content quality is determined by a document’s
completeness, scope, and rhetoric style. High-quality documents cover the com-
parative information need comprehensively and provide reasoning supported by
solid evidence [36]. (2) Usability hinges on the document structure and readabil-
ity. Offering the same content in more than one media type (e.g., text, tables,

4 Code and data available online: https://github.com/webis-de/CLEF-24
5 Retrieved on May 4–5, 2022. Archived results available online (see Footnote 4).

https://github.com/webis-de/CLEF-24
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Figure 1. Quality distributions for each quality criterion and aggregated quality.

figures) improves the accessibility of a document. High-quality documents are
well-structured, do not contain disruptive content (e.g., advertisements), and are
easy to read [19]. (3) Credibility is assessed by the document’s source (e.g., news-
paper or government), author’s qualification, truthfulness, and verifiability [36].
Thus, credible documents come from reputable sources, are written by qualified
authors, only contain truthful information, and provide references to their sources.
(4) The up-to-dateness [19] describes whether a document is up-to-date (e.g., at
most 40 days old [19]) and whether it has been updated at least once. Since a
publication date was not always available, we considered a document up-to-date
if it was not outdated or if it indicated that it was based on recent studies.

Relevance and stance were included to support the analysis of the hypo-
htheses H5 and H6 (Section 1) but were not used for measuring the quality of
the search results. For the topical relevance, the topic narratives defined in the
Touché shared task [9, 10] were used and adapted to binary relevance labels
(relevant or irrelevant). For the stance, we asked the assessors to judge which of
the comparison options was mentioned in the document, which was discussed
in more detail, and whether the document took a stance towards one of the
options (e.g., “pro Pepsi” for the question of “Which is better, Pepsi or Cola?”).
We also considered the stance magnitude, where direct recommendations indicate
a strong stance and indirect supportive statements still indicate a weak stance.
Methodology. The 120 Google search results were assessed by ten volunteer
assessors (German university students; 7 studied media science, 3 computer
science). All assessors were provided with the codebook4 and, for an initial pilot
study, assessed the top-4 results of the same search query (topic 19, randomly
selected) in random order. Table 1 shows the agreement (Fleiss’ κ) for each
evaluation aspect. The six aspects without agreement (κ < 0.00; i.e., A1, B1, C4,
F1, F2, and F3) were removed from further analysis. In a follow-up video call,
assessors discussed questions regarding the criteria and conflicting assessments.
Afterwards, each assessor was given 12 search results for three queries to assess.

3.2 Evaluation

To analyze the quality of search results, we calculate quality scores for each
quality criterion (content, usability, credibility, and up-to-dateness) based on
their aspects, excluding four aspects without sufficient agreement. Scores for each
criterion were calculated as the sum of answer points to its aspects (see the ‘Score’
column in Table 1). One exception is the truthfulness aspect, where the score is



multiplied to account for the potential misinformation harmfulness. The resulting
scores are normalized to a 0–1 range, 1 indicating a perfect score. If an aspect was
not assessed (i.e., n/a was selected), we did not calculate a quality score for the
corresponding criterion. Due to this filtering, 14 documents were excluded from
the content quality score and seven documents from the credibility score. An
aggregated score is then calculated as the weighted sum of the individual quality
scores, where the weights (see the ‘Score’ column in Table 1) represent a media
scientist’s rated importance of the criteria. The weighted sum is again normalized
to a 0–1 range. Documents that lack a score for at least one of the criteria are
exempt from the aggregated score computation, leaving 103 documents.

The distributions of the quality scores are shown in Figure 1. Usability tends
to be the “easiest” criterion to fulfill (24% of the documents achieve a perfect
usability score), whereas credibility is the “hardest” (median 0.5). Quality scores
of all criteria vary largely and are not normally distributed, indicating a potential
selection bias due to only selecting the top-4 results. The aggregated quality
scores, however, are approximately normally distributed, with an average score
of 0.55 and a median of 0.57. No correlation was found between the document
ranks on the result page and their quality (Kendall’s τ = 0.07, p = 0.37, α = 0.05).
Additionally, we measured topical relevance and stance. Like quality, the topical
relevance is not correlated to ranks (τ = −0.09, p = 0.29), but relevance and
quality have a significant positive rank correlation (τ = 0.21, p = 0.01).

4 User Study

4.1 Data and Methodology

Data. To characterize and select queries for the user study, we compute the
average quality score and standard deviation across all documents retrieved for
each query. The 10 queries where at least one result’s quality could not be assessed
were excluded. From the remaining 18 topics, we first removed topics that would
require extensive prior knowledge. Then, we manually selected eight topics that
cover a wide range of the topic-wise average quality and standard deviations
within the top-4 retrieved results by Google.6 For example, topic 12 has a high
quality and low standard deviation among the retrieved documents, topic 24
has a high std. deviation and high average quality, topic 22 has a consistently
average-level quality, and topics 28 and 20 have deficient overall quality.
Methodology. After selecting the topics for the user study, we archived their
top-4 search results and created a questionnaire for each topic.4 Participants
were asked to imagine the situation described in the topic and then reported
whether they had prior knowledge of the topic. Before seeing the search results,
they decided on one of the comparison options and indicated their confidence in
their decision (1–6 rating scale). Then, after they were shown the top-4 search
results (screenshot, title, and source), they were asked to decide again, to report
their confidence, and to indicate which of the documents shown influenced their
6 Topics, results, and questionnaire: https://github.com/webis-de/CLEF-24

https://github.com/webis-de/CLEF-24


Table 2. Contingency tables of the change of the users’ decisions, the decision confidence
after seeing search results, and change in confidence due to seeing the results, w.r.t.
topic background or avg. search result quality for the topic. Significance marked bold
(Pearson’s χ2 tests, α = 0.05, Bonferroni correction). Changes to expected frequencies
in grey font. Quality threshold: 0.57, confidence threshold: 5.

Predictor Decision change Final decision confid. Decision confid. change
Equal Changed

∑
Low High

∑
Decr. Equal Incr.

∑
Background χ2(1) = 0.45, p = 0.502 χ2(1) = 3.29, p = 0.070 χ2(2) = 18.76, p < 0.001

factual 173 +4 101 -4 274 93 -11 181 +11 274 46 -1 98 -22 121 +23 265
subjective 168 -4 112 +4 280 117 +11 163 -11 280 50 +1 146 +22 78 -23 274∑

341 213 554 210 344 554 96 244 199 539

Quality χ2(1) = 5.59, p = 0.018 χ2(1) = 0.03, p = 0.859 χ2(2) = 4.81, p = 0.090

low quality 154 -14 119 +14 273 105 +2 168 -2 273 49 +1 132 +11 87 -12 268
high quality 187 +14 94 -14 281 105 -2 176 +2 281 47 -1 112 -11 112 +12 271∑

341 213 554 210 344 554 96 244 199 539

Table 3. Contingency tables of the self-assessed agreement with five statements about
the decision-making w.r.t. topic background or avg. search result quality for the topic.
Significance marked bold (Pearson’s χ2 tests, α = 0.05, Bonferroni correction). Changes
to expected frequencies in grey font. Quality threshold: 0.57.

Pred. Conf. opinion Better decis. Did not help Learned sth. Contd. search
No Yes

∑
No Yes

∑
No Yes

∑
No Yes

∑
No Yes

∑
Backg. χ2(1)=6.10

p=0.014
χ2(1)=18.32

p<0.001
χ2(1)=2.16
p=0.141

χ2(1)=3.49
p=0.062

χ2(1)=0.20
p=0.658

factual 199-13 75+13 274 171-23 103+23 274 227+7 47-7 274 127-11 147+11 274 208-3 66+3 274
subj. 229+13 51-13 280 222+23 58-23 280 217-7 63+7 280 153+11 127-11 280 218+3 62-3 280∑

428 126 554 393 161 554 444 110 554 280 274 554 426 128 554

Qual. χ2(1)=0.53
p=0.467

χ2(1)=16.71
p<0.001

χ2(1)=13.57
p<0.001

χ2(1)=25.18
p<0.001

χ2(1)=10.96
p<0.001

low 215+4 58-4 273 216+22 57-22 273 201-18 72+18 273 168+30 105-30 273 193-17 80+17 273
high 213-4 68+4 281 177-22 104+22 281 243+18 38-18 281 112-30 169+30 281 233+17 48-17 281∑

428 126 554 393 161 554 444 110 554 280 274 554 426 128 554

decision. We also asked the participants whether they agreed with five statements
regarding the confirmation of the prior opinion, the helpfulness, the knowledge
gained, and the necessity to do further research. Participants were allowed to skip
reading documents they felt were irrelevant (as search engine users would normally
do [15]) but reported which documents they read. The user study was conducted
with 442 volunteer participants (German university students). They were given
a link which randomly redirected to an online questionnaire corresponding to
one of the eight topics. At the end of the questionnaire, the participants could
volunteer to continue with another topic. A total of 554 submissions were received
(1.25 submissions per participant on avg.; 69 per topic, min. 63, max. 80).

4.2 Evaluation

The majority of the participants (45%) did not change their decision after seeing
the search results, while only 38% did (Table 2). The remaining 17% did not
decide on either comparison option before or after seeing the results. Participants



were already confident in their decisions before seeing the results (53% rated
their confidence as 5/6 or 6/6) and further increased after seeing the results
(64% rated 5/6 or 6/6). For 45% of the participants, their confidence did not
change after seeing the results. For 37%, confidence increased, and for 18%, it
decreased. Only 35% of the documents were reported to have influenced the users’
decisions (Table 4) and only 29% of the participants reported that they could
make a better decision based on the search results while 23% would continue
their search (Table 3). Yet, half of the participants (49%) stated that they had
learned something new about the topic and only 20% found the search results
unhelpful. To verify each of the six hypotheses (Section 1), we perform significance
tests (Pearson’s χ2, α = 0.05, Bonferroni correction) on the contingency tables.

H1: Comparative questions on subjective topics lead to less confident decisions
than questions on factual topics. No significant differences in the final users’
confidence after seeing the search results were observed between factual and
subjective topics (Table 2). However, the confidence increased significantly more
for factual than subjective topics, resulting in higher final decision confidence.
Participants reported they could make a better decision significantly more often
for subjective than factual topics (Table 3). None of the remaining statements
about the users’ decision-making yielded significant differences between factual
and subjective topics. Hence, we discard the hypothesis, even though factual
topics lead to increased confidence more often than subjective topics.

H2: Comparative questions with low-quality results lead to less confident
decisions than questions with high-quality results. To compare decision confidence
w.r.t. search result quality, we first define low-quality topics as topics with an
avg. document quality score below the median quality score of 0.57. High-quality
topics have an avg. quality score of at least 0.57. Study participants changed
their decision slightly more often for low-quality topics than for high-quality
topics, and high-quality results led to a slightly increased decision confidence
but none of the changes were significant (Table 2). Regarding the self-assessment
of the users’ decision-making, Table 3 shows that for high-quality topics, users
more often reported that they could make a better decision and felt they had
learned something new. For low-quality topics, users stated more often that the
search results did not help and that they would continue the search. Due to the
partially contradicting results for decision confidence and helpfulness in topics
with different result quality, we discard the hypothesis.

H3: The higher a search result’s quality, the more likely it influences the
decision-making. For this hypothesis, we asked participants to report which
documents had influenced their decision. Only documents that were at least
partially read were considered for this analysis. We again consider documents
with a quality score of less than 0.57 as low quality and documents with a
quality score of at least 0.57 as high quality. Table 4 shows that low-quality
documents influence decisions significantly less often than high-quality documents.
A document’s rank also significantly affects a document’s influence on the decision.
However, a position bias can be ruled out as the ranks were not correlated to
quality (Section 3.2). Hence, the hypothesis can still be confirmed.



Table 4. Contingency tables of the influence of documents on the users’ decisions w.r.t.
result quality, relevance, quality and relevance, stance magnitude, initial confidence for
low-quality documents. Significance marked bold (Pearson’s χ2 tests, α = 0.05). Changes
to expected frequencies in grey font. Quality threshold: 0.57, confidence threshold: 5.

Predictor Document influence
No influence Influence

∑
Quality χ2(4) = 44.49, p < 0.001

low quality 648 +67 252 -67 900
high quality 492 -67 374 +67 866∑

1140 626 1766

Relevance χ2(1) = 41.77, p < 0.001

not relevant 649 +65 255 -65 904
relevant 491 -65 371 +65 862∑

1140 626 1766

Quality× relevance χ2(8) = 79.48, p < 0.001

not rel., low qual. 390 +65 113 -65 503
not rel., high qual. 259 ±0 142 ±0 401
rel., low qual. 258 +2 139 -2 397
rel., high qual. 233 -67 232 +67 465∑

1140 626 1766

Predictor Document influence
No influence Influence

∑
Stance strength χ2(2) = 26.76, p < 0.001

no stance 273 -6 237 +6 510
weak stance 111 +26 45 -26 156
strong stance 75 -20 99 +20 174∑

459 381 840

Init. confid. χ2(1) = 4.51, p = 0.034

low confidence 302 -15 138 +15 440
high confidence 346 +15 114 -15 460∑

648 252 900

Ranking position χ2(3) = 10.62, p = 0.014

rank 1 286 -26 197 +26 483
rank 2 302 ±0 166 ±0 468
rank 3 281 +7 144 -7 425
rank 4 271 +19 119 -19 390∑

1140 626 1766

H4: Users who are more confident in their decision before searching are less
influenced by low-quality search results. We further analyze the influence of the
users’ prior decision confidence by filtering low-quality documents. Of the 900 low-
quality documents that were at least partially read, 252 documents influenced
the decision. In Table 4, we consider low-quality documents with below-median
initial confidence and high initial confidence separately. The significance test
reveals that low-quality documents influenced the decision significantly more
often if the initial confidence was low, confirming the hypothesis.

H5: The quality of a search result has a higher impact on the decision-making
process than its relevance. Even though a document’s topical relevance and quality
are conceptually different, our quality assessments revealed that both are highly
correlated (Section 3). Compared to the significant influence of search result
quality on decision-making, Table 4 also highlights a significant influence of
topical relevance with only a slightly smaller effect than for result quality. Hence,
the hypothesis cannot be confirmed. However, the tests also show that combining
both factors has a higher impact on decision-making than the factors alone.

H6: Documents that take a stance towards one compared option have a higher
impact on the decision. Table 4 examines the impact of the stance magnitude
in either direction. Documents with a strong stance (e.g., containing direct
recommendations) influenced the decision significantly more often than those
with a weak (e.g., indirect statements) or no stance, confirming the hypothesis.

4.3 Limitations

Our study results have several limitations. First, all participants were German
university students, which might not represent the general population. Second,



the study was conducted using a single search engine; thus results might not be
generalizable to other search engines. Even though we used comparative questions
from prior work claimed to represent real user information needs, for more robust
findings, a larger study (more participants and questions) might be needed.

5 Conclusion

We evaluated the quality of web search results and the quality’s impact on the
decision-making for questions comparing two options. We derived guidelines to
manually assess four quality criteria (content quality, usability, credibility, and
up-to-dateness). The evaluation of the 120 assessed documents (top-4 results for
30 comparative questions) w.r.t. the search result quality, topical relevance, and
stance showed substantial heterogeneity in the search result quality, significant
correlation between relevance and quality, but no correlation of either quality or
relevance with their ranks on Google’s result page. Our quality assessments also
highlighted that individual quality criteria on their own are not representative of a
document’s overall quality, motivating more systematic quality measurements for
evaluation. Our criteria could serve as a starting point to design formal measures.
Based on the quality assessments, we selected eight queries with varying result
quality for a user study examining the search results’ impact on user decisions. In
the study, the participants were asked about their decisions and confidence before
and after seeing the search results, which documents influenced their decision,
and if they agreed with five statements about the decision-making process.

Our results showed that the quality of search results has a significant impact
on being used in the decision-making process (H3) but not on the confidence of
user decisions (H2). Quality can thus be considered an important factor in the
search result ranking for comparative questions. As documents with a stronger
stance also have a higher impact on the users’ decisions (H6), we suggest that
the stance magnitude should also be considered for ranking. Even though no
significant difference was found between the confidence after seeing the search
results of factual and subjective questions (H1), the topic background still
significantly influences the change in decision confidence. Users gained confidence
in their decisions significantly more often for factual than for subjective questions.
Improving search result quality, especially for subjective questions, could thus
help users to make more confident decisions. The user study also showed that
users with initially high decision confidence are less likely to be influenced by
low-quality results (H4). Last, we observed a similarly pronounced impact of both
quality and relevance on the decision-making process (H5) and that combining
the two factors has a higher impact on decision-making than any factor alone.
Because current evaluation merely considers relevance or quality on its own [10],
combining both factors in future evaluations of comparative queries is worthwhile.
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